Dear Center for,

Below you’ll find this month's store highlights.

April is the month when the colors of spring return to southern Illinois. We love to see the trees blossoming and the green returning to the landscape. The warmer temperatures invite us to get out and see this beauty for ourselves.

Like the warmth of spring, God’s Word restores life to the soul. So much of the media in the world today drains our life, but the truths of the Bible breathe life into those who are dying.

We hope these specials will be a blessing to you and yours. Hurry, these offers expire April 30, 2013!

Warm regards,

Greg Morikone, Call Center Manager

To learn more about any of our products, please contact our Call Center at 618-627-4651, Monday-Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., U.S. Central Time. Or e-mail mailroom@3abn.org. Many more items can be found on our store at store.3abn.org.
Most Important Questions DVD Set

Get ready for a DVD set for teens unlike anything Amazing Facts has ever produced! Designed to stem the tide of teens leaving our churches, the Most Important Questions DVD box set addresses the gauntlet of big, core questions today's Christian youth constantly grapple with - including the reality of God and the evolution and creation controversy.

5 DVDS (10 hrs), and an Answer Guide, Paperback 126 p.

Most Important Questions DVD Set, hosted by Doug Batchelor
$35.00 suggested donation (regularly $50.00)

Anchors of Truth: The Final Revolution

Human history is littered with political, social, and technological revolutions. However, Bible prophecy foretells that the Final Revolution that will rock our world will be a spiritual one—a revolution that will radically impact human thinking and feeling about God. Ty Gibson explores the message that will eventually ignite the Final Revolution—and bring history to its climactic point!

3 DVDS (5 hrs).

Anchors of Truth: The Final Revolution, hosted by Ty Gibson
$30.00 suggested donation

Celebrating Life in Recovery (Season 4)

Season Four of Celebrating Life in Recovery hosted by
Cheri Peters offers even more touching stories and powerful testimonies of people who have overcome great challenges through Christ.

Note: Due to the sensitive subject matter, parental guidance is strongly suggested.

7 DVDS (13 hrs).

**Celebrating Life in Recovery (Season 4)**, hosted by Cheri Peters
$35.00 suggested donation (regularly $52.00)

---

**Heaven's Point of View**

Heaven's Point of View in these 13 episodes examines the truth and errors of all nine 'Charisma' gifts given by the Holy Spirit, which were given for the protection of the church. This series will also help you know how to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit according to the Word of God, not according to man.

7 DVDS (6.5 hrs).

**Heaven's Point of View**, by Hal Steenson
$35.00 suggested donation (regularly $52.00)

---

**NEW 3ABN Online Store Feature**

The "Browse TV Series" page is a quick and easy way to jump to a particular series you are interested in or to browse the many series to find something you may not have seen before. With over 100 series to choose from there's sure to be a program you'll want to add to your DVD collection.

Go to store.3abn.org, and click "Browse TV Series."